• We often have more than one objective • This means that design points are no longer arranged in strict hierarchy • There are points that are clearly poorer than others because all objectives are worse • In optimization jargon we call these points dominated • Points that are not dominated are called non-dominated or Pareto optimal
Vilfredo Pareto, 1848-1923
The Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto was one of the leaders of the Lausanne School and an illustrious member of the "second generation" of the Neoclassical revolution. Although only mildly influential during his lifetime, his "tastes-andobstacles" approach to general equilibrium theory were resurrected during the great "Paretian Revival" of the 1930s and have guided much of economics since. pareto_fun(fun_idx,1) = fval; pareto_fun(fun_idx,2) = 3*x(1) + 2*x(2) + 2*x(3) + x(4); End function f = myfun(x) f = 3*x(1) + 4*x(2) + 2*x(3) + 2*x(4);
